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Chloe Benson wakes up kidnapped and bound in an underground tomb with no memory of how she
got there.She manages to escape but no one believes her storyâ€”not the police, not the doctors,
and especially not her husband, Liam.When she suspects Liam is lying to her, Chloe is forced to
retrace her past, following in her own footsteps to find the truth and stay alive. But who is following
Chloe?Look behind you. You never know who's out there.#1 UK Kindle BestsellerRevised edition:
This edition of Look Behind You includes editorial revisions.
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Wow. I picked up Look Behind You on a whim. Kindle $0.99, whatâ€™s to lose? Iâ€™ll tell you what
I lost: time. I could not put this book down and during the past 5 hours I lost all track of time.
Engrossing, absorbing and mind-blowing. That was the best $0.99, ever!Chloe Benson wakes up in
the dark, her hands and feet tied, her head aching and she has no idea what is going on. As she
drifts in and out of consciousness, she tries to piece together what happened; the last thing she
remembers is her husbandâ€™s 40th birthday. The only conclusion Chloe can come to is that if she
does not escape, she will die. Determined and with the help of a piece of bone she finds, Chloe is

able to escape. But, that is when the book really picks up because it turns out her husbandâ€™s
birthday was seven weeks ago.Her doctors, the police, even her control-freak of a husband, Liam,
all do not believe she was kidnapped. They are unable to trace where she was being held. Recent
events in her life point to the fact that Chloe might have had a mental breakdown. As she struggles
to remember what happened, she begins to doubt herself. Her wild accusations and her tendency to
become agitated when she is frustrated make her story less than credible.As Chloe begins to puzzle
tiny clues together, the memories trickle in. Paranoia takes over and she begins to suspect
everyone: her husband, her friend, even a student at the school where she teaches. The reader will
begin to doubt Chloe as the story messes with the readerâ€™s head as much as it does Chloeâ€™s.
Itâ€™s a fast read, well paced, a true page-turner and a great story.Highly recommended.

Someone wants Chloe Benson out of the picture, she's sure, but who? and why? Or is she being
paranoid and just imagining everything? This is a psychological journey into her mind as she tries to
put together all the pieces that will give her the answers she needs.The story starts with some very
claustrophobic scenes. Chloe wakes up and finds herself bound and in complete darkness. She has
pains all over her body. She doesn't know where she is and doesn't remember how she finished
there. After a lot of struggle, despair and much determination she makes it out of the underground
trap in which she was and runs for her life through the woods.She then finds herself in hospital
being treated for dehydration and shock. She knows that someone kidnapped her. After being
questioned by doctors and the police, she realises that she has lost her memory. She knows who
she is but she can't remember anything that happened in the last few weeks.Having previously
suffered from depression and hallucinations, no one believes her story. They are convinced that
Chloe has imagined everything. That this is another story lived only in her mind, maybe triggered by
some reaction to the medicine she was taking. But Chloe knows that she didn't imagine her ordeal;
she knows she's not mad, does she?With her memory loss, having no support from anyone and
suspicious of everyone, including her husband Liam, Chloe is on her own but determined to dig
deep in her quest to find the truth. But will she make it on time before whoever kidnapped her last
time returns to complete the deed? Or is everything only in her mind?This is a terrific story, full of
twists and turns as the author skilfully unwraps the mystery little by little. I really enjoyed reading this
Sibel Hodge thriller and am looking forward to read more from this talented author.

Don't start reading this book unless you can devote your time to it!!! It is a fast-paced mystery and
the excitement starts in the first page and doesn't let up until the end. Chloe wakes up in an

underground room of some sort with no idea how she got there and no memory of any incidents
leading up to her current predicament. I don't want to give any spoilers so I will have to be very
general in this review. Let me just say that this book will have you frantically reading all the way to
the end to find out what happened to Lucy and who was responsible! This is definitely a book I will
be gifting to friends!

*spoilers*Although this is a standard thriller with a predictable ending it did keep me interested right
till the end, so that's something. There was a little twist towards the end that added some
suspense.I did think some of the character's decisions were a bit silly, considering that all the
people she confided in about her fears had already made it clear they didn't believe her. It never
seemed to occur to her (or the author) that these people were more than likely to jump straight onto
the phone and inform her attacker about what they would have perceived as paranoid ravings,
placing her in further jeopardy. I also got tired of the same information being repeated ad nauseam.
It seemed like every few pages the entire history of events was spelled out AGAIN, as if readers
were too stupid to remember them. If I read another reference to the damn sleeping pills I thought I
was going to scream!On saying all of this, Look Behind You is not a terrible book, it's actually a very
readable one that filled in an afternoon in bed quite nicely. I will check out more by this author
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